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UNIFORMLY ALMOST RECURRENCE
tIN DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS

1. Introduction

There are many recursive concepts in dynamical systems and those
concepts play an important role in the stability theory of dynamical
systems. Our object in this paper is to analyze the flows in the vicinity
of an almost recurrent point. The concept of uniformly almost recurrence
is introduced. For example, a Liapunov stable almost recurrent point
is uniformly almost recurrent. Some dynamical properties of uniformly
almost recurrent points are obtained. If a flow (X,7C) has a unique
minimal set and X is compact, then this flow contains one uniformly
almost recurrent trajectory closure. Also it is shown that for an
uniformly almost recurrent point xEX any two trajectory closures in
J(x) must intersect.

2. Definitions and notation

Throughout this paper, we shall assume (X,7C) is a given· flow on
a locally compact metric space with a metric d. R, R+, R- will denote
the reals, nonnegative reals, and nonpositive reals, respectively. The
e-neighborhood of xEX is denoted by B(x, e). For a point xEX
and tER, 7C(X, t) is denoted by xt for brevity. The trajectory, trajec
tory closure, limit, prolongation, prolongational limit relations are
denoted, respectively, by C, K, L, D, and J, respectively, with the
unilateral versions of these relations carrying the appropriate superscript
+ or -.

We say that the (positive) trajectory (C+(x)) C(x) uniformly
approximates the set QCX if for any e>O there exists a number T>
o such that QcB(xt[O, T], c) for any t in (R+)R. A point x of X
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is said to be almost recurrent if the trajectory C(x) uniformly approx
imates the set {x}. It is well known that the trajectory closure of an
almost recurrent point is a minimal set. .

Here we introduce an uniformly almost recurrent point.

DEFINITION. A point x of X is called uniformly almost recurrent if,
given e>O, there exists a 0>0 and a number T>O such that yt[O, T]
nB(x, e) =l=ifJ for any yEB(x,o) and tER.

_.' A point x of X is sai~ to be .Liapunov stable if for any e>O there
exists a 0>0 such that for any yEB(x,o) we have d(xt, yt)<e for
anytER. A point xEX is' said to be positively (negatively) Laglange
stable if L+(x) (L-(x)) is a nonempty compact set. A point x of X
is said _to be Laglange stable if it is positively and negatively' Laglange
~tabie.· '. . _

-' A~~t' {r} of ~eal numb~r~ is ~aid to be relatively dense if there
e~~sis ~ nu~ber L>O su~h that. at least one point of the set {r}. is
in any segment [t, l+L] for any ZER.

) " .., ~~' -, ~ . .. " -'

3. Basic results

PROPOSITION 3.1. Let a point x of X be,Liapunov st{lbZe and almost
recurrent. Then x is uniformly almost recurrent.

, Proof. .Let e>O he given. It is easily shown that if xEX is almost
recurrent, then there is a relatively dense set {r} with a number L>O

such that d(x, xrn) <~ e for anyr.. in {T}. Moreover, since x is

Liap~nov stable there exists a ,(i>0 corresponding to esuch that for

any,; yr==B(x,o) , d(xt,yt)<.~e for each tER. Therefore we have

d(x, yrn)<e for any yEB(x,iJ) and rnE {r}. This implies that yt[O;
L] f1B(x, e) =l=ifJ for any tER and yEB(x, 0). Thus we conclude that
x is' imitormly almost recurrent.

THEOREM 3. 2.' A necessary and sufficient condition for a point x of X
to be uniformly almost recurrent is that for any sequence {xntn} with X n
~x and {tn} eR the sequence {xntn} has a convergent subsequence and
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for any neighborhood U of x we have J(x) c U[O, TJ for some TER+.
Proof. (Necessity) Suppose that xEX is uniformly almost recurrent.

First, let U be a neighborhood of .T. Select an e>O with B(x, e) c U.
Then there exists a 0>0, a number T>O corresponding to e such that
yt[-T,oJnB(x,e)*lfS for each yEB(x,0) and tER so that

(1) C(B(x, 0)) cB(x, e) [0, TJcB(x, e) [0, TJcU[O, TJ.
Moreover, y belongs to J(x) means there exists a sequence {xn} in X,
{tn} in R such that Xn-->X, tn-> ± =, and xntn-->y. By (1) we may
assume that {xntn} cB(x, e) [0, TJ and therefore we have yEB(x, e)
[0, TJ c U[O, T]. Consequently, we have J(x) c U[O, TJ.

On the other hand, let {Int,.} be any sequence with xn-->x. Then
we may assume that {xntn} is in B(x, e) [0, TJ and B(x, e) is compact.
Thus the sequence {xntn} has a convergent subsequence.

(Sufficiency) Let suppose that x of X is not uniformly almost
recurrent. Then there exists an e>O, a sequence of intervals {[tm rnJ}

such that .T71 -->.T, rn-tn--> +=, and d(x, xn[tm rnJ) ~e. Let tn' tn~rn

We now show that {tn'} is unbounded. Without loss of generallity
assume that {t/} converges to some toER. Consider a sequence of
points {xn'} , where xn' =xnt/. Then xn' -->xto. By the continuity of 7T:

there exists a 0>0 such that dew, xto) <0 implies d(w( -to), x) <e.
Since rn-tn-->+ = we can choose a number N large enough that
d(XN', xto) <0 and rN-tN'>ltol. Thus we have

(2) d(XN'(-tO),x)<e.

But since

xN' (-to) =xN( tN~rN + (-to) ) E xN[rN' tNJ

we have d (XN' (-to), x) ~e. This contradicts to (2). Consequently,
{tn'} is unbounded.

By assumption without loss of generality we may assume that xntn'
--> yEX. Then yEJ(x) and J(x) cB(x, e) [0, TJ for some T>O.
This implies that there exists a sE [ - T, OJ with ys E B (x, e) . Let
d(x, ys) =1). Consider a neighborhood B(ys,o) of ys, where 1)+O"<e.
By the continuity of 7T: there exists a ).1>0 such that d (z, y) <).I implies
that d(zs, yS)<O". Choose a number P large enough that d(y, xp') <).I
and tp' -;,tp >1s I. Then we have
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,I' . (, tp+rp -') , [, ]xp s=xp '2 +s Exp tp, rp .

This, shows that:
, ,(3)" d(~, xpls) ~e.
On the other hand, since d (y, xl)<v we have

. d(x, xpls) ~d(x~ ys) +d(ys, x/s) <1J+O'<e.
But this contradicts to (3). The:r:efore the point x, is uniformly almost
r~current and the pro~f of. the theore~ is complete.

, COROLLARY 3.3. Let a point xEX be uniformly almost recurrent. Then
x has a neighborhood such that any point in it has nonempty compact
connected prolongation and prolongational li1JZitset.

Proof. The arguments in the proof of Theorem 3. 2 shpw that for
a neighborhood U of x with compact closure we can select a neighbor
hood B (x, 0) satisfying that C CB (x, 0) ) C 0[0, T]. By the definitions
of J(y) and D(y) we have J(y), D(y) c 0[0, TJ. Since J(y) and- D(y)
are closed they are comp~ct. It has proved that they are connected
whenever they are compact [2; p. 26J.

, LEMMA 3.4. The set of uniformly almqst recurrent points are invariant.

Proof. The proof is straightforward 'and is thus omitted.

LEMMA 3. 5. Every point in the limit ,set, of an unifMmly almost recur
rent point is also uniformly almost recurrent.

Proof. Let x of X be uniformly almost recurrent and yEL(x). We
shall show that y is unifotInIy almost recurrent 'by using Theorem
3.2. Let U be an arbitrary neighborhood of y. Since yEL(x) there
exists a point x' in C(x) and a neighborhood U'ofx' such that
x' E U' C U. Since the trajectory closure of.t is compact minimal we
haveL+(y) =L+(x) =.L-(y) =L-(x) =K(x) , Key) so, that:J(x) J(x' )
~J(y)!, By,.Thef)rem 3.2 and Lemma 3A J(x' ) CU'[O; T] for SOIne
number T>O. Therefore J(y) cU' [0, TJc;:':U[O~ TJ.' ,

On the other hand, for any sequence {Ynt,,} with y,,-ty we shall
show that this sequence. ha~aconvergent· subsequence. If the set {t,,}
is .bounded, then {y"t,,} converges. Hen~e we are clone. So we assume
that tn~+00. If t,,~-00. then the proof l~ siini1ar~ Consider n~igh:
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borhoods B (x, ~) for each natural number k. Since xE L+ (y), for

each kEN, there exists a neighborhood Wk of x and a number Sk>O

such that WkSkCB(X, ~). Thus we can choose a subsequence {Ynktnk}

of {yntnl with YnkSkEB(X, i) and tnk>Sk. Since Ynktnk= (Ynksnk) (tnk-Snk)

with YnkSnk-"X and x is uniformly almost recurrent we have the
sequence {Ynktnk} has a convergent subsequence. Consequently, we
conclude that Y is uniformly almost recurrent and the proof is complete.

THEOREM 3. 6. All p@ints in the closure· of the trajectory of an uniformly
almost recurrent point are also uniformly almost recurrent.

Proof. This follows from Lemma 3. 4 and Lemma 3. 5.

It is an interesting problem in dynamical system theory whether the
dynamical properties of a point can be inherited to the points in its
dynamical limit sets. For almost recurrent points all points in the
trajectory closure of an almost recurrent point are almost recurrent.
Above theorem shows that the trajectory closure of an uniformly almost
recurrent point is a compact minimal set consisting of uniformly almost
recurrent points. However, uniformly almost recurrent point need not
have a prolongational limt set each of whose point is uniformly almost
recurrent. Moreover, even if all points in the limit set of. x of X is
uniformly almost recurrent x need not be uniformly almost recurrent.
For example, as the space X take the one circle. We stipulate an
arbitrary point x to be rest point and the set X - {xl to be one regular
trajectory. It is easily shown that x is uniformly almost recurrent.
For a point Y in X - {xl we have L(y) = {xl so that yEJ(x). But Y

is not uniformly almost recurrent.

LEMMA 3. 7. Let X be a compact space and contain only one minimal
set. Then it contains an unique uniformly almost recurrent trajectory
closure.

Proof. Let M be an unique minimal set in X and xEM. Then M
is the trajectory closure of the point xEX. We shall proceed by showing
that the point x is uniformly almost recurrent. For each point yEX
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, ' '

, THEOREM 3. 8. Let X be a compact minimal set. Then any point in X
is uniformly almost recurrent.

Proof. 'This follows from Theorem 3.6 and Lemma 3.7.

The following result is due ,to Nemytskii For a proof see [2].
• • ~J

LEMMA 3.9. Let,' xEX be positively Laglange stable. Thtm 'the set
L+(a;) is minimal if and only if the semitrajectory C+(x) , uniformly
approximates L+(x).

,PROPOSITION 3.10. Let a point xEX be uniformly almost recurrent.
Then J(x) is minimal if and only if the trajectory C(x) uniformly
approximates J(x).:

Proof. First, suppose that the trajectory C (x) uniformly approximates
J(x) but J(x) is not minimal. Then there are points y and z in
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J(x) such that zEK(y). Let d(z, K(y)) =e. By uniform approximation
there is a number T>O such that J(x) cB (xt[O, TJ, e) for all
t E R. Hence we can find a x' in C (x) with x' E B (z, e). . Choose
a 1]>0 such that B(x, 1]) cB(z, e). Then there exists a number L>O
corresponding to 1] such that J(x) cB(x', 1]) [0, LJ . . Therefore yE
B(z,e)[O,L] and C(y) nB(z,e)=f=.ifJ. We have shown that d(z,K(y))
<e. But this is a contradiction. Thus J(x) is minimal.

Conversely, assume J(x) is minimal. Then we have J(x) =L+(x) =
L- (x). By Lemma 3.9 for given e>O there are numbers Tb T 2 in R+
with J(x) cB(xt[O, T 1], e) for each tER+ and J(x) cB(xt[-T2, OJ, e)
for each tER-. Let T=T1+T2• Then J(x) cB(xt[O, TJ, e) for each
t E R. This completes the proof of Proposition 3. 10.

There are some answers for the question of under which conditions
the two trajectory closures K(x) and K(y) intersect if yEJ(x) [3J.

For uniformly almost recurrent points we have the following results.

LEMMA 3.11. Let xEX be uniformly almost recurrent. Then for. any
point y in J (x) the trajectory closures K (x) and K (y) must intersect.

Proof. Suppose that K(x) and K(y) does not intersect. Then we
can choose a neighborhood U of x with UnK(y)=ifJ. By Theorem
3.2 there exists a number T>O such that J(x) c U[O, T]. Hence
yE U[O, T] and this implies C(y) n U=f=.ifJ. This is absurd.

Hence K(x) and K(y) must intersect.

THEOREM 3.12. Let x of X be uniformly almost recurrent. Then any
two trajectory closures in J(x) intersect.

Proof. Let y,zEJ(x). By Lemma 3.11 we have K(x)nK(y)=f=.ifJ
and K(x) nK(z) =f=.ifJ. Since K(x) is minimal K(x) is contained in
K(y) and K(z). Therefore K(y) and K(z) intersect.

EXAMPLES. 1) consider a flow (T, x) defined on a torus T by means
of the planar differential system

Cl) ~~ f(ifJ,O), ~=af(ifJ, 0)

where fCifJ, 0) =!(ifJ+1, 0+1) =fCifJ+1, 0) =fCifJ, ()+1), and f(ifJ,O»O
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q,~ and 0 are not ,both 0 (mod l),J(O, 0), o. Let a>O be irrational.
Let p,EXbe a rest point (see 2. 7 in [2J)., Since {p}. is a unique
minimal set in T {p} .is a unique uniformly almost recurrent trajectory
closure (cf. Lemma 3.7), The poin~ p is uniformly almost recurrent
but not Liapunov stable (cf. Proposition ~. 1).

2) In (1) let !(r/J, 0) = 1. Then in this' flow T is a compact minimal
set. Therefore all points in T are uniformly almost recurrent (cf.
Theorew 3; 8)
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